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Abstract: Exploring the relationship between evaporation (E)-minus-precipitation (P) and sea surface
salinity (SSS) is vital for understanding global hydrological cycle changes and investigating the
salinity budget. This study quantifies the uncertainty in the relationship between E− P and SSS
based on satellite data over the 50◦S–50◦N ocean from 2012 to 2017 in 140 sets of combinations of E,
P and SSS. We find that the uncertainty (10%) in the variability of freshwater flux (FWF) over
2012–2017 is smaller than that in SSS (15%). The difference in the combination of sets of
“E-P-SSS” products can lead to the 10% difference in RMSD and 25% difference in area-weighted
mean correlation coefficients between SSS tendency and FWF. There is a 24.1~58% area over the
global ocean with a significant (p value < 0.05) positive correlation between the FWF and SSS ten-
dency derived from satellite products. The seasonal EMP and SSS tendencies show larger correlation
coefficients and lower RMSDs over most sets compared with those on nonseasonal time scales. Large
uncertainty in the FWF-SSS tendency relation associated with spread among products prevents the
use of one combination of E, P and SSS from satellite-based products for salinity budget analysis.

Keywords: freshwater flux; precipitation; evaporation; salinity budget; sea surface salinity

1. Introduction

Evaporation (E) and precipitation (P) are major sources of spatial and temporal
changes in sea surface salinity (SSS, e.g., [1]). SSS is sometimes regarded as a rain gauge [2]
to infer changes in evaporation-minus-precipitation (EMP, [3–5]). On an annual basis, 78%
of global P and 87% of global E take place over the ocean [6]. Thus, air-sea freshwater
exchanges (i.e., E and P) are a major component of the global hydrological cycle [7,8]. SSS
has the potential to constrain EMP [9,10]; therefore, exploring E, and P over oceans and
SSS is vital for understanding changes in the hydrological cycle [11].

Hypothesis, based on that the SSS-rain gauge framework is apt, can combine EMP
and SSS (Equations (3) and (4) from Vinogradova and Ponte [12]) using a simple version of
the salinity tendency equation as

dMLS
dt

= α
(E− P)MLS

h
(1)

where MLS is the mixed layer salinity, which is replaced here with SSS; h is the mixed
layer depth (MLD); and α is the linear fit parameter. If the balance of the two terms in
Equation (1) results in α falling between 0 and 1, then EMP is the dominant driver for the
SSS tendency. If α is negative or larger than 1, or Equation (1) cannot be balanced if any
α is chosen, then ocean dynamics determines SSS tendency [11–13] instead of the air–sea
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freshwater flux term. For example, ocean dynamics play a dominant role in the time-mean
salinity tendency over the Arctic and Bay of Bengal [14]; for over 25% of the global ocean,
advection is stronger than freshwater flux and diffusive salt flux combined, according to
results from Vinogradova and Ponte [13]. However, with the exception of differences in
MLS and SSS or the presence of ocean dynamics, uncertainties in the E, P or SSS products
could also impact the values of α in Equation (1). Even though the relationship between
EMP and SSS is generating much interest (e.g., [15]), uncertainties within the EMP-SSS
relationship associated with discrepancies among products are less evaluated.

Previous analyses have generally investigated the relationship between satellite-based
EMP and in situ-based SSS over the global ocean (e.g., [1]). Other analyses use model
outputs (e.g., [12]) to explore the connection between EMP and SSS. The underlying SSS
data for in situ-based products or early model simulations are generally measured at a
single point in space and time. The difference between a point measurement for SSS and
the area-averaged EMP sampled by a satellite over the ocean challenges the robustness
of the results. Within this decade, advances in L-band radiometry have demonstrated the
capability of monitoring SSS from space. The satellite-based SSS has been reported to show
a more consistent spatial pattern than those based on profiles that are smoothed in space
and time. For example, in the western and eastern tropical Atlantic Ocean, satellite-based
SSS data show an equal size of variability with those from thermosalinograph transect data,
while results derived from Argo-based SSS are too small [16]. Thus, due to the advantages
of the satellite-based SSS data listed above, researchers have begun focusing on the relation
between EMP and satellite-based SSS (e.g., [17]). However, these studies are mainly derived
from one set of EMP-SSS data. The role of uncertainty among satellite-based SSS and EMP
products on the EMP-SSS relationship is unknown.

One of the dominant error sources in SSS retrieval is sea surface temperature (SST [18]).
The radiometric sensitivity to SSS is reduced in places of low SST. Thus, in this analysis, the
chosen region is between 50◦S and 50◦N to exclude low SST regions. The satellite-based
SSS generally measures salinity at a skin level (1~5 cm), which is different from the salinity
from Equation (1) due to near-surface salinity stratification [19,20]. The latter refers to
a bulk SSS, which represents salinity at 5 m or below. However, correlation coefficients
between monthly in situ and satellite-based SSS data show values > 0.8 over all oceans
except for the subpolar oceans [21]. Due to high correlations between the two types of SSS,
we assume that monthly values of bulk SSS can be replaced by skin SSS over 50◦S–50◦N,
but caution should be exercised in interpreting the results of this study.

In this analysis, we focus on identifying and quantifying the temporal relation (i.e.,
correlation coefficients, magnitude of variability, and root-mean-square difference (RMSD))
between EMP and SSS among 140 combinations of satellite-based products. To gain insight
into the data uncertainty among satellite-based products, we intercompare four sets of
E data, seven sets of P data, and five sets of SSS data during the overlapping periods
(2012–2017 for this study). Then, the consistency between the satellite-estimated EMP and
SSS tendency terms is assessed by quantifying the relation between the two variables based
on the correlation coefficients and RMSD and by exploring the factors that could impact
the relationship between these two terms.

2. Data and Methods

Seven P, four E and five SSS products based on satellites are used in the intercom-
parison and evaluation of the connection between air–sea freshwater fluxes and salinity
tendencies. There are 28 sets E− P in combination and 140 E− P− SSS total sets. Details
of the individual products are shown next.

2.1. Precipitation Datasets

P is generally retrieved from satellites based on four principles (reviewed in [22]),
including the infrared (IR) or visible and infrared scanner (VIRS), passive microwaves
(PMW), active microwave (AMW) and multisensor techniques, which combine different
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platforms and techniques to achieve the optimal quantitative precipitation estimates. The
products used in this analysis generally combine multiple methods and sources from
different sensors on satellite platforms.

2.1.1. GPCP v3.1

The global precipitation climatology project (GPCP) version 3.1 [23] is supported by
the Global Water and Energy Exchange project of the World Climate Research Programme
(https://www.wcrp-climate.org/, accessed on 20 April 2022). It contains precipitation
products with monthly and daily temporal resolution, but only the monthly dataset is used
in this analysis. The basis of GPCP v3.1 is formed by merging six datasets including PMW
estimates; IR data [24] from the global collection of geosynchronous weather satellites;
precipitation estimates from the Television-InfraRed Operational Satellite (TIROS) Opera-
tional Vertical Sounder (TOVS [25]) sensors on selected TIROS- and national oceanic and
atmospheric administration (NOAA)-series satellites and the Advanced Infrared Sounder
(AIRS) instrument from the Earth Observing System Aqua satellite; the Tropical Rainfall
Measuring Mission (TRMM) combined climatology data; the Merged CloudSat, TRMM
and Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) climatology data and global gauge analyses
(details is in [26]). A set of algorithms was developed to combine the strengths of each
dataset and minimize the weakness to create a single product [23]. Other details are listed
in Table 1.

Table 1. Main characteristics of the 7 P, 4 E and 5 SSS satellite-based products used in this study.
Most products contain more sets of data with the different resolutions listed here. All data 1 are
accessed on 20 April 2022.

Number Datasets Version Variables Resolution Temporal Coverage Reference

1 GPCP Version 3.1 P 0.5◦, monthly January 1983–December 2019 Huffman et al. [23]
2 CMAP Version2112blended P 2.5◦, monthly January 1979 to present Xie et al. [27]
3 CMORPH Version 1 P 0.25◦, daily January 1998–December 2021 Xie et al. [28]
4 GPM IMERG Version 6 P 0.1◦, monthly Jun 2000–September 2021 Huffman et al. [29]
5 PERSIANN CDR None P 0.25◦, monthly January 1983 to present Ashouri et al. [30]
6 TRMM 3B42 Version 7 P 0.25◦, daily January 1983–December 2019 Huffman et al. [31]
7 MSWEP Version 2.8 P 0.1◦, monthly February 1979–November 2020 Beck et al. [32],

Beck et al. [33]
8 OAFlux Version 3 E 1◦, monthly January 1958–December 2020 Yu and Weller [34]
9 IFREMER Version 4.1 Q, SST 0.25◦, monthly January 1992–December 2018 Bentamy et al. [35]

10 J-OFURO3 Version 1.1 Q, SST 0.25◦, monthly January 1988–December 2017 Tomita et al. [36]
11 SEAFLUX Version 3 Q, SST 0.25◦, monthly January 1988–December 2018 Roberts et al. [37]
12 SMOS BEC BEC, Level 4

Version 2 SSS 0.05◦, daily January 2011–December 2019 Olmedo et al. [38]
13 SMOS CEC Version 7, Level 3 SSS 0.25◦, 4 days January 2010–November 2021 Boutin et al. [39]

14 ESA CCI Version 03.21 SSS
longitude 0.26◦,
latitude 0.2~1.5◦,

monthly
January 2010–September 2020 Boutin et al. [40]

15 OISSS Version 1.0 SSS 0.25◦, 4 days August 2011–November 2021 Melnichenko [41]

16 CMEMS
MULTIOBS-GLO-

PHY-S-
SURFACE-

MYNRT-015-013
SSS 0.25◦, monthly January 1993–December 2020 Droghei et al. [42]

1 Data can be downloaded from links in the data availability section. Some datasets need registration before access.

2.1.2. CMAP

The Climate Prediction Center (CPC) developed the technique “CPC Merged Analy-
sis of Precipitation (CMAP, https://psl.noaa.gov/data/gridded/data.cmap.html#detail,
accessed on 20 April 2022)”, which produces pentad and monthly analyses of precipitation
estimates [27]. CMAP has similar sources of input data to GPCP, but a different merging
technique. It combines datasets by using the maximum-likelihood method, and then the
variational blending method combines the results from the first step with results from
gauge-based analyses [27]. CMAP contains two sets of precipitation estimates, one of which
is constructed from satellite and gauge data. The other blends the satellite/gauge data with
reanalysis precipitation values from NCEP/NCAR [43]. The latter is used in this analysis.

https://www.wcrp-climate.org/
https://psl.noaa.gov/data/gridded/data.cmap.html#detail
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2.1.3. CMORPH

NOAA distributes the bias-corrected precipitation analyses based on the CPC MOR-
PHing technique (CMORPH [28]). The MORPHing technique is not a precipitation retrieval
method but a means by which existing rainfall algorithms can be combined. This tech-
nique incorporates precipitation estimates exclusively from low orbiter satellite microwave
observations including passive microwaves from the Special Sensor Microwave/Image
(SSM/I) from the U.S. Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP 13, 14, and 15),
the Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit-B (AMSU-B) from NOAA-15, 16–17 and 18, Ad-
vanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for the Earth Observing System (AMSR-E) and
the PMW TRMM MW Imager (TMI) aboard NASA’s Aqua and TRMM spacecraft (details
about these estimates can be found in CMORPH [28]). It is constructed from satellite-based
precipitation rates from all available passive microwave measurements and bias-corrected
from gauge-satellite blended precipitation products.

2.1.4. GPM IMERG

The GPM team has developed an integrated Multisatellite Retrievals algorithm tech-
nique (IMERG [29]) for precipitation estimates. This product estimates precipitation from
various precipitation-relevant satellite sensors. The outputs are intercalibrated to the GPM
Combined Ku Radar-Radiometer Algorithm (CORRA) product [44]. Then, these estimates
go through a “forward/backwards morphed” process and combined with microwave
precipitation-calibrated geo-IR fields [45] and adjusted with seasonal GPCP satellite-gauge
(SG) precipitation data [46] over the tropical land and high-latitude oceans.

2.1.5. PERSIANN CDR

Precipitation Estimation from Remotely Sensed Information using Artificial Neural
Networks–Climate Data Record (PERSIANN CDR [30]) was developed by the Center
for Hydrometeorology and Remote Sensing (CHRS) at the University of California. This
product is generated from the PERSIANN algorithm, which is a neural network function
classification/approximation procedure, using geostationary longwave infrared imagery
to estimate precipitation. Estimates of the network parameters are updated by using an
adaptive training feature. PERSIANN CDR generates precipitation estimates by using
GridSat-B1 infrared data and adjusted by the GPCP monthly product throughout the
entire record.

2.1.6. TRMM 3B42

The TRMM [31] is a collaborative effort of NASA and the Japanese Aerospace Ex-
ploration Agency (JAXA), which launched the first precipitation radar that then operated
from 1997 to 2015. The TRMM 3B42 dataset is estimated using the TRMM Multisatellite
Precipitation Analysis (TMPA) and combines low-earth-orbiting satellites and microwave
precipitation estimates with the TRMM precipitation estimates. This product mainly pro-
vides precipitation in the tropical and subtropical regions.

2.1.7. MSWEP

Multisource weighted-ensemble precipitation (MSWEP [32,33]) is a global precipita-
tion product with a 3-hourly/monthly and 0.1 resolution from 1979 onwards. It merges
daily gauge observations with satellite and reanalysis data to obtain high-quality pre-
cipitation estimates. The incorporated datasets include the CMORPH [28], European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts interim reanalysis (ERA-Interim [47]), Global
Precipitation Climatology Centre Full Data Reanalysis (GPCC FDR [48,49]), Gridded Satel-
lite (GridSat) BI infrared archive V02R01 [50], Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation
(GSMaP [51]), Japanese 55-year Reanalysis (JRA-55 [52]), TRMM 3B42 and WorldClim V2.0
monthly datasets [53].
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2.2. Evaporation Datasets

With the exception of Objectively Analyzed air-sea Fluxes (OAFlux), the products
chosen in this analysis do not directly include evaporation, but they provide latent heat
fluxes and sea surface temperatures, which can be used to calculate E from Equations (2)
and (3). The latent heat flux is generally calculated by using Equation (4), which is based
on the specific humidity at the sea surface (requiring sea surface temperature [54]); the
specific humidity at 10 m height; and the wind speed at 10 m height (ua). Generally,
specific humidity at the sea surface and at 10 m height, sea surface temperature, ua and air
temperature at 10 m height are needed for constructing E products. Details can be found in
Sections 2.2.1–2.2.4 and 2.4.

2.2.1. OAFlux

OAFlux is supported by NOAA’s Global Ocean Monitoring and Observing Pro-
gram [34]. This product directly provides the evaporation rate, which merges the specific
humidity at 10 m height (qa) and air temperature from reanalyzed fields from ERA-Interim,
National Centers for Environmental Prediction version 1 (NCEP1 [43]) and NCEP2 [55];
SST from NOAA Optimally Interpolated Sea Surface Temperature (OISST [56]); and wind
speed at 10 m height (ua) from 15 satellite-board sensors. This product is built based on the
Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment (COARE) version 3.0 algorithm [57].
Details about this product can be found in the link from the data availability section.

2.2.2. IFREMER

Institut Français pour la Recherche et l’Exploitation de la MER (IFREMER) provides
ocean flux data based on the Ocean Heat Flux (OHF) project (https://wwz.ifremer.fr/
oceanheatflux, accessed on 20 April 2022). The qa from IFREMER is determined using an
empirical model according to Bentamy et al. [35] with the use of brightness temperatures
from Colorado State University (CSU) [58] and the latest International Comprehensive
Ocean-Atmosphere Dataset (ICOADS Version 3 [59]). Wind-associated parameters are
retrieved from scatterometers such as SSM/I, Special Microwave Imager/Sounder (SSMIS),
and WindSat instruments. Radiometer wind retrievals are also used, but as ancillary data.
SST are from the OISST [56] and air temperature data are derived from ERA-Interim [60].
Fluxes are estimated using the COARE 3.0 algorithm [57]. Details about the input data and
retrieval processes can be found in [61].

2.2.3. J-OFURO3

A third version of Japanese ocean flux dataset with remote-sensing observations
(J-OFURO3 version 1.1) uses multiple satellite data for the estimation of air-sea fluxes
along with relevant parameters [36]. qa is calculated from parametrization [62] based on
brightness temperature, which is derived from satellites such as SSM/I [63], TMI [64], and
AMSR-E sensor (https://nsidc.org/data/amsre, accessed on 20 April 2022). SST is based
on the ensemble median value derived from satellite, in situ, and reanalysis datasets (lists
of SST products can be found from Tomita et al. [36]. Surface wind speed is based on
satellite sensors such as WindSat [65] and QuickSCAT [66]. A complete satellite set for the
construction of J-OFURO version 3 can be found in Tomita et al. [36]. Fluxes are estimated
using the COARE 3.0 algorithm [57].

2.2.4. SEAFLUX

SEAFLUX retrieves near-surface winds, humidity and temperature depending on the
use of the GPM Level 1C intercalibrated brightness temperature [67], 14 passive microwave
imagers [68] and a neural network method [69]. The Modern-Era Retrospective analysis
for Research and Applications Version 2 (MERRA-2 [70]) is also blended with satellite
observations to address the regional biases. Details about the lists of input data can be
found at https://ghrc.nsstc.nasa.gov/pub/seaflux/ (accessed on 20 April 2022). A Kalman

https://wwz.ifremer.fr/oceanheatflux
https://wwz.ifremer.fr/oceanheatflux
https://nsidc.org/data/amsre
https://ghrc.nsstc.nasa.gov/pub/seaflux/
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filter was applied to generate a gap-free analysis. Fluxes are estimated using COARE
3.5 algorithm [71].

2.3. SSS Datasets

The brightness temperature observed at L-band frequencies was shown to be plausible
for extracting salinity patterns in the 1970s [72]. It is the main mechanism for retrieving
SSS estimates from satellites with L-band radar. Major salinity remote sensing missions
include the joint NASA/CONAE Aquarius/SAC-D (2011–2015 [73]), the ESA Soil Moisture
and Ocean Salinity (SMOS 2009-present [74]), and the NASA Soil Moisture Active mission
(SMAP, 2015-present [75]). Three out of five datasets listed in this section compiled results
from more than one satellite mission.

2.3.1. SMOS BEC

The SMOS Level 4 SSS [38] is released by the Barcelona Expert Center (BEC). This
product is denoted as SMOS BEC in this analysis. SMOS BEC retrieves SSS from brightness
temperatures obtained from SMOS MIRAS L1B TBs v620 by the Earth Observation CFI
v3.x branch based on a debiased non-Bayesian algorithm [76]. The gridded SSS from the
World Ocean Atlas 2013 (WOA 2013 [77]) is taken as the reference value to be added to
SMOS salinity anomalies to derive an absolute SSS product. Furthermore, WOA 2013 is
also used for correction of latitudinal and seasonal biases. SMOS Level 4 SSS also merges
sea surface temperature (SST) data from the Operational Sea Surface Temperature and Sea
Ice Analysis (OSTIA [78]) by using a multifractal fusion method. A detailed construction of
SMOS BEC data can be found in Olemdo et al. [38].

2.3.2. SMOS CEC

The Centre Aval de Traitement des Données SMOS (CATDS) has produced an SSS
product and is released by LOCEAN CATDS Expertise Center (LOCEAN-CEC). This
product is denoted as SMOS CEC. Level 3 version 7 is used in this study [39]. SSS is retrieved
from brightness temperatures from SMOS by using a reconstruction algorithm [79] and a
dielectric model by Boutin et al. [39]. The SSS retrieval and bias-correction procedure was
developed by Boutin et al. [80], which is different from SMOS BEC. This product includes
systematic corrections for land–sea contamination and for seasonal-latitudinal artificial
variations. ISAS 20 [81] and ISAS delayed time SSS [82] have been used as references for
long term bias correction. It should be noted that in rainy areas, CEC v7 SSS is close to a
bulk salinity.

2.3.3. ESA CCI

The European Space Agency Climate Change Initiative (ESA CCI) generates SSS
produced by the ACRI-ST company and the LOCEAN laboratory. ESA CCI SSS [40] are
generated from three satellite L-band measurements, including SMOS level 2, SMAP level
2 and Aquarius level 3 data (details about three products at https://climate.esa.int/en/
projects/sea-surface-salinity/key-documents/, accessed on 20 April 2022). SMAP and
Aquarius data were projected onto the SMOS grid for optimal interpolation (OI). The
near surface salinity at 5 m from the In Situ Analysis System (ISAS [82]) based on Argo
is used for the SMOS latitudinal seasonal bias correction and for adjusting the long-term
absolute reference fields of satellite SSS. A detailed overview of the ESA CCI SSS merging
methodology is shown in Figure 2 from Boutin et al. [83].

2.3.4. OISSS

The Multi-Mission Optimally Interpolated SSS (OISSS) was generated by the In-
ternational Pacific Research Center (IPRC) of the University of Hawaii in collaboration
with the Remote Sensing Systems (RSS). This product [41] concatenates the Aquarius
level 2 swath data (September 2011–June 2015) and SMAP (April 2015 to present) using
optimal interpolation with a 7-day decorrelation time scale. ESA SMOS data are also

https://climate.esa.int/en/projects/sea-surface-salinity/key-documents/
https://climate.esa.int/en/projects/sea-surface-salinity/key-documents/
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used to fill the cap in SMAP during June–July 2019. In situ salinity from the ensemble
mean of four Argo products including APRDC of the Hawaii Argo-derived salinity data
(http://apdrc.soest.hawaii.edu/projects/argo/, accessed on 20 April 2022), Scripps Institu-
tion of Oceanography Argo-derived salinity product [84] and Met Office Hadley Center
objective analysis from the profile data of EN4 [85] and ISAS-15 salinity gridded data [81] is
used to correct bias in the large-scale patterns and regarded as a first guess for the satellite
estimate. Details about producing procedures can be found in the user’s handbook from
the link in the data availability section.

2.3.5. CMEMS

The European Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Services SSS (CMEMS [42])
is distributed by the E.U. Copernicus Marine Service Information. This product is derived
from applying a multidimensional OI algorithm introduced by Buongiorno Nardelli [86] to
combine satellite and in situ data. Satellite SSS is retrieved from the CATDS SMOS [87,88],
and in situ data are based on two products, INSITU_GLO_TS_ASSIM_NRT_OBSERVATIO-
NS_013_047 (NRT) and INSITU_GLO_TS_ASSIM_REP_OBSERVATIONS_013_051 (REP).
Both of these in situ products are available at https://resources.marine.copernicus.eu/
products (accessed on 20 April 2022). Details about merging satellite SSS with in situ SSS
are documented in the link in the data availability section.

2.4. MLD Dataset

For the comparison between the air–sea freshwater flux term and SSS tendency in
Equation (1) over 2012–2017, climatological monthly MLD data are used from IFREMER.
The MLD is determined by using a 0.03 kg/m3 density threshold [89] with a horizontal
resolution of 2◦.

2.5. Methods

The overlapping temporal coverage for the E, P and SSS datasets in this analysis
spans 2012 to 2017 (Table 1). The spatial coverage for this analysis is between 50◦S and
50◦N, which excludes regions with low SST. All comparisons presented in this study are
performed within this temporal/spatial window. For this study, all data are regridded onto
a 1◦ horizontal box to match the OAFlux resolution.

2.5.1. Calculation for Evaporation

E can be calculated from latent heat fluxes and sea surface temperatures
(Equation (10) from [90]) as follows:

E = Q/(ρLe) (2)

where Q is the latent heat flux; ρ is the ocean surface density, which is 1025 kg/m3 in this
study; and Le is the latent heat of evaporation of water, which is given by Henderson-
Sellers [90] as

Le = 1.91846× 106 ×
(

Ts
Ts− 33.91

)2
(3)

where Ts is the sea surface temperature (SST) in Kelvin. The latent heat flux (Q) is not a
variable that can be directly observed. It is often parameterized according to the bulk flux
algorithm [91] as follows:

Q = ρairLeCeua (qs − qa) (4)

where qs and qa are the specific humidity at the sea surface and at 10 m height, respectively;
ρair is the density of air; ua is the wind speed at 10 m height; and Ce is the coefficient of
turbulent exchanges, which is obtained from the COARE [57]. Satellite-based latent heat
flux often sources qa and ua from satellite-based brightness temperatures, and qs, Le and
ρair depend on the sea surface temperature and/or air temperature.

http://apdrc.soest.hawaii.edu/projects/argo/
https://resources.marine.copernicus.eu/products
https://resources.marine.copernicus.eu/products
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2.5.2. Calculation for Statistical Properties

The magnitude of variability in each variable is calculated as the standard deviation
of monthly values from 2012 to 2017. The ensemble medians (S) are defined as the median
value of each variable among different products. Values averaged over different products
(the ensemble mean) are also calculated, but they show similar patterns with the results
based on median values. The uncertainty of variability is defined as the spread of variability
among products [92], which is calculated as

Serr =

√
1
N ∑N

n=1

(
Sn − S

)2 (5)

where N is the total number of E, P or SSS products; Sn represents the individual product;
and S is the ensemble median. A larger Serr indicates higher disagreement among products.
To examine the agreement of a particular variable between datasets on temporal variability
at each grid point and compare the disagreement/agreement over different locations, the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is introduced following Robertson et al. [37] as

SNR =

√
1
N ∑N

n=1 S′n2√
1
N ∑N

n=1

(
S′n − S′

)2
(6)

where prime denotes the anomalies with respect to the 2012–2017 mean for each product;
S′n denotes anomalies with respect to the 2012–2017 mean for each product, and S′ is
anomalies with respect to the 2012–2017 mean based on ensemble median values in each
variable.

To quantify the resemblance and discrepancy of the temporal variability of each
product with the ensemble median, Taylor diagrams are used and presented in this study.
The correlation coefficients (R) are shown as the azimuthal angle in a Taylor diagram,
which are derived at each gridding point and then area-averaged over the global ocean.
In this study, R is derived based on Pearson correlation, and the significance level of the
correlation coefficients is determined based on Student’s t test. To further quantify the
global mean significance level, the p-value based on the t test is calculated. The p-value
ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates a significant correlation in R, and a low probability of
observing the null hypothesis. The radial distance from the origin denotes the standard
deviation (STD), which is also derived from area-averaged values at each gridding point
over the global ocean. The RMSD is calculated based on Taylor [93] as

RMSD =

√
STDn2 + STD2 − 2Rn × STDn × STD (7)

where STDn denotes the standard deviation for each product, and STD denotes the standard
deviation for the ensemble median.

2.5.3. Preparation for Calculating SSS Tendency and Freshwater Flux

To prepare SSS for derivation in SSS tendency, SSSs from satellite data are all con-
verted to absolute salinity by using the Gibbs-SeaWater (GSW) Oceanographic Toolbox of
Thermodynamic Equation of SeaWater 2010 [94], which is a conserved property. The unit
for absolute salinity is g/kg.

The SSS in the air–sea freshwater flux term (i.e., (E−P)SSS
h or FWF) is derived from the

climatological monthly values. MLD is based on data from IFREMER (Section 2.4).

3. Results
3.1. Intercomparison among E and P

The spatial pattern of climatological mean EMP is generally dominated by P (shown
as its negative values in Figure 1b for easier visual comparison with EMP in Figure 1c)
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over the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and subpolar gyres (Figure 1a–c). E out-
weighs P over the subtropical oceans. The maximum variability in the ensemble median
E (Figure 1d) occurs over the two western boundary current regions: the Kuroshio Exten-
sion and the Gulf Stream, with values of approximately 2~3 mm/day. For P (Figure 1e),
the maximum variability appears in the tropical rain belt, with peak values exceeding
6 mm/day. The large variability in P is primarily attributed to the meridional migration
of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). Large variability in P also occurs over the
South Pacific convergence zone (SPCZ) and the western subtropical North/South Atlantic
Ocean, the western North Pacific Ocean and the western Indian Ocean, with values of
2~4 mm/day. The pattern of EMP variability (Figure 1f) shows a consistent pattern (includ-
ing magnitude) with those of P, suggesting that variability in P dominates the variability
in EMP during 2012–2017.

The uncertainty in the variability of E (Figure 1g) is smaller than 0.5 mm/day over
most of the global ocean. Large uncertainty in P variability (Figure 1h) is collocated with
a maximum in P variability, with values of 0.5~1 mm/day. The spatial distribution of
uncertainty in the EMP variance (Figure 1i) is consistent with that in P, implying that
uncertainty in P contributes the most to the uncertainty in EMP. The global area-weighted
(in 1◦ × 1◦ box) mean uncertainty in E, P and EMP variance is 0.08 mm/day, 0.43 mm/day
and 0.40 mm/day, respectively. The global mean/total estimates of E, P and EMP over the
ocean also show the largest uncertainty in P among the E, P, and EMP variables [15,95].
Thus, the spread of P among products makes the largest contribution to the uncertainty in
air–sea water exchanges.

The maximum E SNR (Figure 1j) occurs over the subtropical gyres, with values
exceeding 6. A lower SNR of E mainly appears over the tropical oceans. P shows a
different spatial distribution of SNR (Figure 1k) compared with those of E. Maximum
values in P SNR generally occur over the tropical oceans, except for the central tropical
Indian Ocean and western tropical Pacific Ocean. P SNRs with values smaller than 2
generally occur over the poleward side of the subtropical ocean, indicating that variability
in P is hard to identify as the uncertainty is as large as or makes a large contribution to
its variability. EMP SNR (Figure 1l) shows a coherent spatial distribution with those of
P, indicating that P plays a dominant role in EMP SNR.

The Taylor diagram in Figure 2 summarizes the basic properties of E, P and EMP
over 2012–2017. The area-weighted variability of ensemble median E over the global
ocean (50◦S–50◦N) is 0.85 mm/day and that of ensemble median P is 2.17 mm/day
(Figure 2a,b). E from J-OFURO3 shows maximum variability among the four E datasets,
with values of 0.95 mm/day. The maximum P variability is from GPM IMERG, with values
of 2.93 mm/day. Based on RMSD, J-OFURO3 and GPM IMERG also show the largest
deviations from the ensemble median E and P, respectively. The correlation coefficients
between the individual product and ensemble median of E are generally larger than 0.95
(p-value < 0.05), and those of P are larger than 0.9 (p-value < 0.05). For EMP (Figure 2c,d),
the area-weighted variability over the global ocean is 2.4 mm/day, which is stronger than
E or P. The correlation coefficients between each set of EMPs and the ensemble median
are larger than 0.91. Correlations in E, P and EMP between products and the ensemble
median have p-values smaller than 0.05, which indicates that they are all significant at the
0.05 level (with 58 degrees of freedom). Each set of EMPs is located closer to each other
based on E, indicating that differences in P products cause discrepancies among EMP sets.
Based on RMSD, the combinations of the CMORPH and four E datasets show the largest
resemblance to the variability of the ensemble median EMP over the global ocean, and the
GPM IMERG with four E datasets show the largest discrepancy among the 28 datasets.
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Figure 1. Climatological mean of (a) E, (b) negative P and (c) EMP derived from the ensemble median
over 2012–2017; (d–f) variability, (g–i) uncertainty, and (j–l) are signal-to-noise ratio maps of E, P,
EMP, respectively. The units for mean, variability and associated uncertainty are mm/day, and SNRs
are unitless.
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of (a) E, (b) P and (c,d) EMP over 50°S-50°N from 2012 to 2017. p-value < 0.05 (58 degrees of freedom) 
for all correlations in 𝐸, 𝑃 and EMP, respectively. The standard deviations and correlations are 
calculated over each grid point and then are area-averaged over the global ocean. (c,d) denote Taylor 
diagrams of EMP, but with different datasets; they are plotted here for easier visualization. The blue 
dashed lines denote the root mean square difference (RMSD). The units for STD and RMSD are 
mm/day. 
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magnitude. The maximum SNR of SSS (Figure 3d) generally occurs over the tropical ocean 
where the sea surface is relatively warm. A relatively low SNR of SSS occurs over the 
poleward side of the subtropical ocean where the sea surface is cold. This is because a 
large bias exists during SSS retrieval at lower temperatures from satellites. As a result, the 
SSS noise over the lower SST region is relatively substantial. 

Figure 2. Area-weighted standard deviations (radial distance from the origin of the circle) and
correlation coefficients (the azimuthal angle) between individual products and ensemble medians of
(a) E, (b) P and (c,d) EMP over 50◦S–50◦N from 2012 to 2017. p-value < 0.05 (58 degrees of freedom) for
all correlations in E, P and EMP, respectively. The standard deviations and correlations are calculated
over each grid point and then are area-averaged over the global ocean. (c,d) denote Taylor diagrams
of EMP, but with different datasets; they are plotted here for easier visualization. The blue dashed
lines denote the root mean square difference (RMSD). The units for STD and RMSD are mm/day.

3.2. Intercomparison in SSS Datasets

The climatological mean SSS (Figure 3a) shows a consistent spatial distribution with
those of the EMP (Figure 1c). SSS over the subtropical oceans is larger than those over the
tropical ocean and subpolar gyres. The maximum variability in the ensemble median SSS
(Figure 3b) occurs over the western/eastern tropical Atlantic Ocean, the eastern tropical
Pacific Ocean, the Bay of Bengal, and the eastern Arabian Sea, with values larger than
0.4 g/kg. Large variability in SSS over the western and eastern tropical Atlantic Ocean
could be attributed to changes in rainfall over oceans and/or river discharge [16]. Over
open ocean regions within subtropical gyres, the variability in SSS is relatively small, with
values less than 0.1 g/kg. The uncertainty in SSS variability (Figure 3c) among the five
datasets shows a spatial distribution similar to that of SSS variability, except with a smaller
magnitude. The maximum SNR of SSS (Figure 3d) generally occurs over the tropical ocean
where the sea surface is relatively warm. A relatively low SNR of SSS occurs over the
poleward side of the subtropical ocean where the sea surface is cold. This is because a large
bias exists during SSS retrieval at lower temperatures from satellites. As a result, the SSS
noise over the lower SST region is relatively substantial.
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Figure 3. (a) Annual mean of ensemble median satellite-based SSS; (b) its variability; (c) uncertainty of
variability in SSS; (d) signal-to-noise ratio in SSS variability; and (e) Taylor diagrams of area-weighted
SSS from 2012 to 2017 over 50◦S–50◦N. p-value < 0.05 (58 degrees of freedom) for all correlations
between individual SSS and its ensemble median. The units for mean SSS, variability, uncertainty,
STD and RMSD are g/kg. The correlation coefficient and SNR are unitless.

The area-weighted variability of SSS over 50◦S and 50◦N is 0.18~0.22 g/kg (Figure 3e),
with SMOS BEC exhibiting the lower limit and SMOS CEC exhibiting the upper limit.
The OISSS shows the best match (i.e., the lowest RMSD) and the strongest correlation
with ensemble median values (all correlations in Figure 3e are significant as p-value < 0.05
considering 58 degrees of freedom), and SMOS CEC shows the largest deviation from the
ensemble median values.

3.3. Relationship between Satellite-Based EMP and SSS Tendency

The time-averaged SSS tendency over 2012–2017 is approximately 1~2 orders of
magnitude smaller than that of the FWF (Figure 4a,b). The pattern of the mean FWF and
SSS tendency shows the same sign over the subtropical North Atlantic Ocean, the eastern
tropical Pacific Ocean, the Bay of Bengal, the southern Arabian Sea, and the poleward
sections of the subtropical gyres in the Southern Ocean. Other regions show opposite signs.

The FWF generally has the same magnitude variability as the SSS tendency over most
of the global ocean during 2012–2017 (Figure 4c,d). Exceptions exist over the Arabian Sea,
the Gulf of Guinea, and the western tropical Atlantic Ocean where the variability in SSS
tendency is larger than that in FWF. Or over the central tropical Pacific Ocean, the eastern
subtropical North Atlantic Ocean, the SPCZ, and the western subtropical gyres, where FWF
shows slightly larger variability than that in SSS tendency. Large SSS tendency variability
over the Arabian Sea was likely associated with the intrusion of low-salinity waters from
the Bay of Bengal during November–February [96], and those over the Gulf of Guinea can
be attributed to Congo and Niger river runoff, horizontal advection and precipitation over
the northern Gulf of Guinea [97]. The maximum variability in FWF (>4 g/kg/year) occurs
over the tropical rain belts, consistent with results based on the climatological seasonal
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cycle from Bingham et al. [1], which indicates that seasonality plays a major role in FWF
variability during 2012–2017. The variability in SSS tendency shows a spatial pattern similar
to that of FWF, indicating that a close connection exists between FWF and SSS tendency.

The variability in SSS tendency/FWF based on monthly values from 2012 to 2017 from
each set of data is quantified by deriving the area-weighted standard deviation over the
50◦S–50◦N ocean (Figure 5). The maximum variability in SSS tendency among the five
SSS datasets is derived from SMOS CEC (Figure 5a), which is 1.52 g/kg/year. SMOS BEC
shows the minimum variability among the five products, with values of 1.13 g/kg/year.
It is interesting that SMOS satellite-based datasets show the upper and lower bounds
for variability of SSS tendency, while variability of SSS based on SMAP and Aquarius
satellite-based or SMOS combined with in situ SSS products lies in between. This highlights
that the retrieval methods might play a major role in the difference in SSS variance among
satellite-based products. The mean SSS tendency variability among the five SSS products is
1.28 g/kg/year.
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Figure 5. (a) The area-weighted variability of SSS tendency based on four sets of satellite-based
products and (b) variability of FWF based on 28 sets of EMP from 2012 to 2017. In (a), the light
blue bar denotes SMOS BEC; the cyan bar denotes SMOS CEC; the green bar denotes ESA CCI; the
magenta bar denotes OISSS; and the orange bar denotes CMEMS. In (b), from dark blue to light blue
bars indicate combinations between OAFlux and seven precipitation datasets; from cyan to bright
green bars denote combinations between IFREMER and seven precipitation datasets; from light green
to orange bars indicate combinations between J-OFURO3 and seven precipitation datasets; and from
light red to dark red bars represent combinations between SEAFLUX and seven precipitation datasets.
The units for variability are g/kg/year.
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For FWF (Figure 5b), the maximum variability is from J-OFURO3-GPM IMERG, with
values of 1.49 g/kg/year. The set of IFREMER-CMAP shows the minimum variability
among 28 sets of FWF, with values of 1.03 g/kg/year. It should be noted that combina-
tions between GPM IMERG and any E product all show relatively large variability and
combinations between CMAP and any E product show small variability among 28 sets
of EMP data. This suggests that the variability of FWF is more sensitive to changes in
P products than changes in E products, as variability in P among different datasets shows
larger discrepancy than variability in different E datasets. The mean in FWF variability
among the 28 sets of E and P products is 1.21 g/kg/year.

On regional scales, the uncertainty of FWF variability (Figure 4e) shows a consistent
horizontal distribution with the variability of FWF but with a smaller magnitude. The
uncertainty is generally between 0 and 0.8 g/kg/year, accounting for 20% of the variability
over regional scales. Uncertainty in SSS variability (Figure 4f) also shows a horizontal
distribution similar to that of FWF but with a larger magnitude. Regions such as the
Kuroshio Current/Gulf Stream, the eastern tropical Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, the Arabian
Sea and Bay of Bengal, and the outflow region of the Amazon River have large uncertainties
in SSS tendencies with values exceeding 0.8 g/kg/year. The area-weighted uncertainty
of FWF (i.e., spread in variability based on results from Figure 5a) over 50◦S–50◦N is
0.12 g/kg/year from 2012 to 2017 (accounting for 10% of the total variability), and the
uncertainty of SSS tendency is 0.19 g/kg/year (accounting for 15% of the total variability).
Thus, the variability in FWF over 2012–2017 is more consistent among satellite-based
products (10%) than that of SSS (15%).

Figure 6a shows the correlation coefficients between the ensemble median FWF and
ensemble median SSS tendency from 2012 to 2017, and only grids with p-value < 0.05 and
positive values are shown in color. The correlation coefficients (Figure 6a) between the
ensemble median FWF and ensemble median SSS tendency on regional scales are large
over the eastern tropical Pacific Ocean, the eastern South Pacific Ocean, the SPCZ, the
Kuroshio extension region, the western tropical South Indian Ocean, the eastern tropical
North Atlantic Ocean, the central subtropical South Atlantic Ocean, and the Gulf Stream
region, with values over 0.6 (p-value < 0.05). The results agree with those based on a model
(Figure 4 from Vinogradova and Ponte [12]), which suggests the possibility of SSS as a rain
gauge over these regions. The SSS tendency over regions such as the western tropical South
Indian Ocean and the eastern tropical North Atlantic Ocean are mainly attributed to the
FWF on a seasonal time scale [11], which can explain the high correlation in those regions.
The absolute annual mean value of FWF over the central tropical South Atlantic Ocean is
the dominant term [98,99] in the salinity budget, which can most likely explain the high
correlation between FWF and SSS tendency there. The area-weighted correlation coefficient
over the 50◦S–50◦N ocean is 0.25 (area-weighted mean p-value > 0.05), which is calculated
based on entire ocean basins, including the negative correlation and insignificant regions.
The correlation between FWF and SSS tendency is weak and insignificant over the global
ocean, which agrees with results from previous studies [13,15], showing the inability of the
SSS as a rain gauge over a large scale of ocean basins.

The maximum RMSD (Figure 6b) between the FWF and SSS tendency mainly occurs
over the rain belts or in the vicinity of major river outflow regions. Large uncertainty in
SSS tendency or FWF also collocated within these regions, indicating that differences in
FWF and SSS tendency can be partially attributed to spread among SSS or FWF products.
The minimum RMSDs, with values of less than 0.8 g/kg/year, occur over the eastern
subtropical gyres within the North and South Pacific Oceans, the North and South Atlantic
Oceans, and the poleward flanks of the Southern Ocean. A small RMSD indicates that
the magnitude of the difference between FWF and SSS tendencies is small (in the eastern
subtropical South Pacific Ocean Figure 6a). Alternatively, it could be attributed to low
variability in FWF and SSS tendencies over those regions (for example, over the subtropical
South Pacific Ocean, Figure 4c,d).
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Figure 7 quantifies the correlation between FWF and SSS tendency among 140 sets
of combinations between E, P, and SSS data from 2012 to 2017. To summarize how
the correlations vary among different sets, two properties associated with correlation
are calculated: the ratio of the spatial coverage of the significantly positive correlation
(p-value < 0.05) versus the size of the global ocean and the area-weighted correlation
coefficients (along with p-values) from each grid point averaged over the global ocean. The
former property indicates the size of the area over the global ocean that the rain gauge-SSS
framework might be apt. The latter property is a statistical quantity that is calculated
between the FWF and SSS tendency at each grid point and then correlation coefficients are
area-weighted averaged over the global ocean. They denote the overall agreement between
the FWF and SSS tendency over the global ocean. Values near 0 or negative indicate that
the framework for the SSS-rain gauge is not apt for a large portion of the ocean gyres, and
values near 1 indicate that the SSS-rain gauge framework is robust.
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Figure 6. (a) The spatial distribution of correlation coefficients between ensemble median FWF and
ensemble median SSS tendency calculated based on monthly values from 2012 to 2017. Margins
denote sites with a p-value larger than 0.05 (insignificant) or a negative correlation between FWF and
SSS tendency. (b) RMSD between the ensemble median FWF and ensemble median SSS tendency
from 2012 to 2017. Correlation coefficients are unitless and units for RMSD are g/kg/year.
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Figure 7. (a) Ratio of the spatial coverage of significant and positive correlation between SMOS
SSS tendency and 28 sets of FWF versus total size of global ocean over 50◦S–50◦N and (b) area-
weighted correlation coefficients. The correlation coefficient is calculated between 28 sets of FWF
and (c,d) ESA CCI, (e,f) OISSS, and (g,h) CMEMS. The hollow bars in (b,d,f,h,j) indicate p-value
is larger than 0.05. From dark blue to light blue bars indicate combinations between OAFlux and
seven precipitation datasets; from cyan to bright green bars denote combinations between IFREMER
and seven precipitation datasets; from light green to orange bars indicate combinations between J-
OFURO3 and seven precipitation datasets; and from light red to dark red bars represent combinations
between SEAFLUX and seven precipitation datasets.

The two properties mainly vary due to spread in SSS products instead of E or P
(Figure 7). The ratio of the positive correlation area versus total area between 28 sets of FWF
and SSS tendencies is 0.27 for SMOS BEC, while those of SMOS CEC, ESACCI, OISSS and
CMEMS are 0.3, 0.45, 0.53, and 0.49, respectively. The minimum ratio of size occurs in sets
of OAFlux-GPM IMERG-SMOS BEC, with a value of 0.241. In other words, a positive and
significant correlation between FWF and SSS tendency for those two sets only occurs over
24.1% of the global ocean between 50◦S and 50◦N. The maximum size ratio occurs in the
set of OAFlux-CMAP-OISSS, with the occurrence of a significant positive correlation over
58% the global oceans. In summary, 24.1~58% of the area over the global ocean shows a
significantly positive correlation between the FWF and SSS tendency derived from satellite
products, which indicates that the rain gauge-SSS assumption based on satellites is not
valid for at least 40% of the global ocean.

The correlation coefficients of FWF and SSS tendency from 2012 to 2017 averaged
over the global ocean are small, ranging from 0.11 (OAFlux-GPM IMERG-SMOS BEC) to
0.26 (OAFlux-CMAP-OISSS). Furthermore, p-values for correlation between FWF and SSS
tendency over the global ocean from 2012 to 2017 are larger than 0.05 for 140 combinations
of E, P and SSS products (Figure 7b,d,f,h,j). This further confirms the difficulty in treating
SSS as a rain gauge over most of the global ocean based on satellite-based SSS and FWF
products. The spread in correlation coefficients between SSS tendency and FWF among
140 combinations is 0.05, which denotes a 25% discrepancy. Such a large difference in
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correlation coefficients among datasets might be attributed to uncertainty associated with
different data sources or retrieval methods. A discussion of the possible causes is included
in Section 4.

To further explore the linear relationship between FWF and SSS tendency, the two
variables are decomposed into two components as a function of time at seasonal and
nonseasonal scales (Figure 8). Correlation coefficients between five sets of SSS tendencies
and 28 sets of FWFs are calculated at different time scales at each grid point. The ratio of the
size of the positive correlation area to the size of the global ocean is compared at different
time scales. The same has been compared for correlation coefficients in area-weighted
values over the 50◦S–50◦N ocean. The SSS tendency and FWF on a seasonal time scale are
calculated by averaging each month over different years from 2012 to 2017 (total number
of freedoms is 10), and nonseasonal anomalies are calculated by subtracting the monthly
values from the climatological seasonal values in each month (total number of freedoms
is 58).
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Figure 8. (a) Ratio of the size of the positive correlation area to the size of the global ocean derived
from the seasonal time scale versus the nonseasonal time scale. (b) denotes the same as (a) but for the
magnitude of the correlation coefficients. The dots denote correlation coefficients calculated between
SSS tendency based on 5 products (different colors) and 28 sets of FWF (same color). The hollow
cycles in (b) indicate the correlation between FWF and SSS tendency on seasonal and nonseasonal
time scales is not significant (p-values > 0.05).

For ESACCI, OISSS and CMEMS, the sizes of significantly positive correlation coef-
ficient regions on seasonal time scales are 30~40% larger than those on nonseasonal time
scales (Figure 8a). For SMOS BEC and CEC, the sizes of significantly positive correlation
coefficient regions on the seasonal time scale show nearly the same spatial coverage (or
slightly larger for SMOS CEC) as those based on the nonseasonal time scale. The minimum
in spatial coverage of both seasonal and nonseasonal positive correlation between FWF
and SSS tendency occurs in SMOS BEC among five SSS products, while the maximum
in spatial coverage on seasonal correlation occurs in CMEMS, and maximum in those on
nonseasonal time scales occurs in OISSS. For the five SSS products, the area-weighted
mean correlation coefficients between SSS tendency and FWF over the 50◦S–50◦N ocean
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show larger values on seasonal time scales than on nonseasonal time scales (all p-values for
seasonal or non-seasonal correlation are larger than 0.05, indicating that correlations are
not significant, Figure 8b). The CMEMS shows the largest correlation coefficients on the
seasonal time scale, and OISSS shows the largest correlation coefficients on the nonseasonal
time scale. The minimum correlation coefficients between SSS tendency and FWF on sea-
sonal and nonseasonal time scales occur in SMOS BEC. The ratio of correlation coefficients
on seasonal and nonseasonal time scales is 2~3 for all 140 sets of E, P and SSS. Based on the
results above, the seasonal cycle plays the dominant role in the correlation between FWF
and SSS tendency among different time scales.

To examine how the FWF-SSS tendency relation varies on regional scales among
products, we show maps of the “best” case (OAFlux-CMAP-OISSS) and the “worst” case
(OAFlux-IMERG GPM-SMOS BEC) based on the area-weighted mean correlation coeffi-
cients (only sites with p-values < 0.05 and positive correlation coefficients are shown in
Figure 9) derived from 2012 to 2017. The correlation coefficients from the best case show
a similar spatial pattern to those based on the ensemble median, with the largest values
located in the subtropical gyres but insignificant or negative values over the tropical oceans.
For the worst case, either the size of positive and significant correlation coefficients or
the magnitude of the correlation coefficients is significantly reduced compared to the best
case. The maximum correlations from the worst cases mainly occur over the eastern and
central subtropical South Pacific Ocean, the eastern North Pacific Ocean, the central South
Atlantic Ocean, and the central tropical Indian Ocean. In both the best and worst cases, the
magnitude of the correlation coefficients between the FWF and SSS tendency is larger on
seasonal time scales than on nonseasonal time scales. This suggests that seasonal SSS can
be treated as a rain gauge over some portion (shading in colors in Figure 9c,d) of the ocean,
while SSS and FWF on nonseasonal time scales lack such capability.
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Figure 9. The correlation coefficients between (a) FWF and (b) SSS tendency in the highest correlation
cases “OAFlux-CMAP-OISSS” and the lowest cases “OAFlux-IMERG GPM-SMOS”. The correlation
coefficients are calculated from monthly values from 2012 to 2017. Correlation coefficients are between
the same two variables based on the (c,d) seasonal and (e,f) nonseasonal anomalies in two cases.
The margin regions denote that FWF and SSS tendency is either insignificant (p-values > 0.05) or
negatively correlated.
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Figure 10 compares the RMSD between SSS tendency and FWF among 140 sets of
products. Similar to the results based on STDs (Figure 5) and correlation (Figure 7), spread
in SSS products (STD of RMSD is 0.15 g/kg/year averaged over 28 EMP combinations)
makes the largest contribution to the spread in RMSD between SSS tendency and FWF
among 140 sets. The spread in RMSD among P products is also large, with a magnitude
of 0.09 g/kg/year averaged over 20 combinations between the E and SSS products. For
example, in Figure 10a, a set of SMOS BEC-OAFlux-CMAP is 1.42 g/kg/year, and a set
of SMOS BEC-OAFlux-GMP IMERG is 1.72 g/kg/year. The difference between them is
0.3 g/kg/year due to the different P products used. The spread in E contributes the least to
the spread in RMSD between SSS tendency and FWF among 140 sets of combinations, which
indicates a strong consistency among E products. The minimum RMSD between FWF
and SSS tendency occurs in sets of OAFlux-CMAP-OISSS, with values of 1.314 g/kg/year.
The maximum RMSD between FWF and SSS tendency appears in sets of JOFURO-GPM
IMERG-SMOS CEC, with values of 1.97 g/kg/year. The mean RMSD averaged among
140 sets of combinations is 1.59 g/kg/year and the spread in RMSD is 0.16 g/kg/year.
This result suggests that a 10% difference in RMSD between the SSS tendency and FWF is
caused by the different combinations of sets of “E-P-SSS” products.
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seasonal and nonseasonal time scales among 140 sets of data from 2012 to 2017. The RMSD 
on the seasonal time scale is generally smaller than that on the nonseasonal time scale, 
except for three sets of OISSS data with FWF that show the same magnitude of RMSD on 
both seasonal and nonseasonal time scales. The minimum RMSD on nonseasonal time 
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Figure 10. Area-weighted RMSD between 28 sets of FWF and SSS tendencies based on (a) SMOS BEC,
(b) SMOS CEC, (c) EAS CCI, (d) OISSS and (e) CMEMS over 50◦S–50◦N from 2012–2017. The units for
RMSD are g/kg/year. From dark blue to light blue bars indicate combinations between OAFlux and
seven precipitation datasets; from cyan to bright green bars denote combinations between IFREMER
and seven precipitation datasets; from light green to orange bars indicate combinations between J-
OFURO3 and seven precipitation datasets; and from light red to dark red bars represent combinations
between SEAFLUX and seven precipitation datasets.
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Figure 11 examines the difference in RMSD between SSS tendency and FWF on
seasonal and nonseasonal time scales among 140 sets of data from 2012 to 2017. The RMSD
on the seasonal time scale is generally smaller than that on the nonseasonal time scale,
except for three sets of OISSS data with FWF that show the same magnitude of RMSD on
both seasonal and nonseasonal time scales. The minimum RMSD on nonseasonal time
scales occurs in OISSS, with values of approximately 0.95 g/kg/year, while the minimum in
seasonal RMSD occurs in CMEMS, with values of 0.9 g/kg/year. The maximum RMSD on
seasonal and nonseasonal time scales occurs in SMOS CEC, with values of 1.22 g/kg/year
for the former and 1.58 g/kg/year for the latter.
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4. Discussion

We present an intercomparison of satellite-based four E products, seven P products
and five SSS products over the 50◦S–50◦N ocean from 2012 to 2017 and assess the relation
between SSS and FWF using 140 combinations of E, P and SSS products. For each variable,
the variability from individual products is compared with the ensemble median values
(Figures 2 and 3e). Maximum deviations from the ensemble median, measured by RMSD,
occur in J-OFURO3 for E (Figure 2), GPM IMERG for P (Figure 2), and SMOS CEC for
SSS (Figure 3e). Datasets that show the largest difference from the ensemble median do
not imply a weak representation of the “true value”. To examine the capability of an
air–sea freshwater exchange property in representing the true value, this property should
be examined from a property-conserved perspective. For example, examining in water
budget (if the net transport of water vapor from ocean to land is known [95]) or oceanic
freshwater budget [100] by using different sets of products could offer a way to rank the
results of intercomparison.

The area-weighted variability of EMP (Figure 2c,d) over the global ocean from monthly
data from 2012 to 2017 is 2.4 mm/day, which is stronger than E (0.85 mm/day) and P
(2.17 mm/day), respectively. It also infers that the deviation among E− P data is dominated
by differences in P, which agrees with results from Gutenstein et al. [95], who use a different
set of E and P and period (1993–2017) from this analysis. SMOS CEC shows the largest
variability (0.22 g/kg in Figure 3e) among the five satellite-based SSS products, and SMOS
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BEC shows the smallest variability (0.18 g/kg). Liu and Wei [92] have compared 10 SSS
estimates from 2011 to 2018 using a combination of in situ and satellite-based data. They
also found that SMOS CEC (called LOCEAN in their study, which is an early version of
SMOS CEC v7) shows the largest variability among the 10 SSS datasets during 2011–2018.
Thus, SMOS CEC contributes the most to the spread/uncertainty not only in satellite-based
SSS but also for in situ and satellite combined sets of products.

The SSS tendency derived from the 2012–2017 mean is 1~2 magnitude smaller than
that of FWF (Figure 4a,b), consistent with results from Ponte and Vinogradova [14], in
which they showed that the salinity tendency at 5 m based on a closed salinity budget
model is two orders of magnitude smaller than that of the FWF over 1993–2010. The high
consistency between the two results suggests the possibility of using satellite SSS as an
independent reference for validating the bulk-SSS budget. To assess the relation between
SSS and FWF in satellite-based products, we calculate their STDs, correlations and RMSD.
These variables offer the temporal variations or relation over 50◦S–50◦N from 2012 to 2017
among different products. For STDs, there is at least a 15% difference in SSS tendency
among the five SSS datasets, and a 10% for FWF among the 28 combinations between
the E and P products. For the area-weighted mean correlation coefficient over the global
ocean from 2012 to 2017, there is 25% difference between SSS tendency and FWF if different
combinations of E-P-SSS products are chosen. There is a 10% difference in RMSD between
the SSS tendency and FWF, which is caused by the different combinations of sets of E-P-SSS
products. These differences among products prevent the use of a single combination of
E-P-SSS as a reference for evaluating SSS budgets.

It should be noted that the satellite-based P over the ocean is estimated from principles
of infrared and microwave retrievals [22]. E cannot be directly observed over the ocean
and is often estimated from other variables based on bulk formulas [91,101]. SSS products
based on satellites generally retrieve data from L-band brightness temperatures [102]. Thus,
the derivations for satellite-based E, P and SSS are all indirect. The results are inevitably
accompanied by a large amount of uncertainty. Different retrieval algorithms or data
sources might be responsible for the large uncertainty in E, P, and SSS products or EMP -
SSS relations among products. Further analysis is needed to identify the main cause. For
example, to examine whether the retrieving methods are the main causes for the difference,
one should use the same sources of data and apply different retrieving methods.

5. Summary

This study aims to quantify the uncertainty in satellite-based SSS, E, and P and
examine the roles of such uncertainty in the relation between EMP and SSS based on
140 sets of combinations between E, P and SSS. Statistical properties are calculated over
the 50◦S–50◦N ocean from 2012 to 2017. Maximum variability in satellite-based SSS oc-
curs in SMOS CEC, and minimum variability occurs in SMOS BEC. For FWF, the largest
variability occurs in J-OFURO3-GPM IMERG, and the minimum occurs in IFREMER-
CMAP. The minimum (maximum) RMSD between FWF and SSS tendency occurs in sets of
OAFlux-CMAP-OISSS (JOFURO-GPM IMERG-SMOS CEC), with values of 1.31 g/kg/year
(1.97 g/kg/year). The area-weighted correlation coefficient between SSS tendency and FWF
from 2012 to 2017 is generally small among 140 sets of combinations of E-P-SSS, with values
from 0.11 (OAFlux-CMAP-OISSS) to 0.26 (OAFlux-GPM IMERG-SMOS BEC). p-values for
correlation among 140 sets of combinations are larger than 0.05. Further analysis reveals
that 24.1~58% (variations based on different sets of products) of the area over the global
ocean shows significantly positive correlation coefficients between FWF and SSS tendency
derived from satellite products, which indicates that the rain gauge-SSS could be valid
there. Properties calculated from 2012 to 2017 over the 50◦S–50◦N ocean between FWF and
SSS tendency show an uncertainty of 25% in correlation coefficients and an uncertainty
of 10% in RMSD. As large discrepancies in the FWF-SSS relationship exist among sets of
E-P-SSS, the results of this study warn against the use of any combination of E, P and SSS
from a single product for salinity budget analysis or oceanic hydrological cycle-related
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budget analysis. Furthermore, this study could serve as a benchmark for constraining
satellite-based E, P and SSS uncertainty in the model in which FWF and SSS can be derived
based on each other alone [103].

For STDs, correlation coefficients and RMSD, we also found out that the spread in
those properties between FWF and SSS tendency is mainly attributed to the spread in SSS
products instead of E or P. The uncertainty in the STDs of the SSS tendency and FWF are
15% and 10%, respectively. This warrants an urgent need for improving the consistency in
satellite-based SSS products. Further analysis shows that the FWF and SSS tendencies at
the seasonal time scale show larger correlation coefficients and lower RMSDs than those at
the nonseasonal time scale in most sets of 140 combinations. Statistically, satellite-based
FWF and SSS tendencies have better similarities (from correlation and RMSD perspectives)
in temporal variability over 50◦S–50◦N on seasonal time scales than at other time scales.
Thus, perhaps on a seasonal time scale, over limited regions (Figure 9), SSS can be used as
a rain gauge, but it is not possible anywhere over the global ocean on any time scale.

We emphasize that some major contributions to SSS tendency (such as advection [12,13])
are unknown, and whether the worst or the best cases (Figure 9) are closer to the salinity
budget conservation is not identifiable based on our results. As ocean dynamics [12] and
near-surface salinity stratification [20] could account for the difference between the FWF
and SSS tendencies observed in this study, global-scale and long-term in situ observations
with the capability of detecting skin salinity are still needed to validate the results based on
satellites. However, the outcome of this study offers a possible range of variations which
we could use as a reference for constraining model stimulations.
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Surface_Mixed_Layer_Depth.php. All data were accessed 20 April 2022.
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